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Why invest now?Why invest now?

The number of adults is growing fast.

Autism is a poorly-studied medical condition.

The nexus of services shifts from schools at 
age 21 to the States.

The number of trained physician-scientists is 
shockingly low.  
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The Science of AutismThe Science of Autism

What have we learned?

What does it mean for adults?
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What have we learned - I.What have we learned - I.

Heterogeneity is confirmed by genetics

(copy number variation, X-linked mosaicism, weak GWAS 
signals, chromatin remodeling)

‘Synaptic Plasticity’ is a core process affected
in autism

(mGluR5, NRXN:NLGN,TSC1/TSC2, UBE3A, SHANK3)
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What have we learned - II.What have we learned - II.
It isn’t just the brain.

The medical sciences of physiology, neurology 
endocrinology & immunology will be central.

Autism throws out a challenge to science: what 
happens when communication between cells, 

organs, and individuals is impaired?

It’s the whole body.
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Implications for Adults with 
Autism

Implications for Adults with 
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There is great variation among persons labeled 
‘autistic’.

Global systems (LC-NA) and cellular pathways 
(mTor-Akt) can be targeted.

We need to ask: What happens when 
neurodevelopmental disorders become ‘chronic 

autism’?
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So what is needed?So what is needed?

Discovery starts with observations by medical 
doctors on large numbers of adults with autism.

Constant two-way communication between 
medical doctors & scientists.

One-stop center for medical care, social & life 
planning, and communication needs.
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Core InvestmentCore Investment
Strong Clinic with Physician:Scientist 

Partnerships.

Training a New Generation of Medically-trained 
Specialists in Autism.

Communication Assessments
(speech, motor, auditory, visual)

Policy Research to Drive the Legislative 
Process
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